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Community
Change
Institute

We are excited to announce that the first
ever Community Change Institute is being
held in vibrant Toronto, Canada this Fall from
September 26 – 30, 2016. Join us, along with
250 change makers from across the country and
beyond, for an experience you won’t forget.
The Community Change Institute is designed to
be a truly transformational learning experience,
bringing you the latest in community change with
top speakers, an amazing faculty and over 40
workshops in the areas of:

collective impact
community engagement

collaborative leadership

community innovation

evaluating community impact

keynote speakers
Severn Cullis-Suzuki

An international activist and
author, championing her ideas to
save the world

Roger Martin

Best-selling author and one of the
world’s top business and design
thinkers

Stephen Patrick

Top executive at the Aspen
Institute leading Collective Impact
and Opportunity Youth

Frances Westley

Globally recognized social
innovation genius and best-selling
author
This impressive roster will also be rounded
out by our core faculty, including Paul Born,
Liz Weaver and the entire Tamarack Team. We
expect to be joined by community leaders from
a dozen countries.

Disruptive leadership is needed!
This kind of transformational
change takes all of us, it requires
digesting new ideas, and
reinvigorating our minds and
bodies. This year, space is limited
to 250 leaders for an exclusive
learning experience, featuring our
amazing keynote speakers, focused
workshops to bridge theory with
practice, and the opportunity to
engage with hundreds of other
change makers, like yourself,
seeking to advance the art of
community change.
The Art of Disruption! Changing our
cities for the better is hard work. To
stay creative, we also need to play.
Our Community Change Institute
is an event designed to inspire
creativity and instill a refreshed
perspective on community change
while providing an intensive
learning experience alongside
renowned thinkers. This event is
an experience you will not want to
miss!

cost
$1,395 for three or more colleagues who attend together
$1,695 each when two colleagues attend together
$1,895 for single registration
For more information reach out to Stephanie at
Stephanie@tamarackcommunity.ca

register today!
events.tamarackcommunity.ca/cci_toronto_register

@Tamarack_Inst #CCI2016

